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Round Count: Rifle: 10, Pistols: 10, Shotgun: 4+
Staging: Pistols are holstered, and shotgun is staged on the table. Start with rifle at
cowboy port arms with one foot touching the starting plate.
Line: Be thankful for the 2nd Amendment!

ATB: With your rifle, place 4 rounds on a square target, then place one round on the
round target, then repeat instructions starting on the other square target. Take rifle to
the table. May shoot shotgun and pistols in order of choice. With pistols engage
pistol targets per the rifle instructions. With the shotgun knock down the four
shotgun targets in any order.
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Round Count: Rifle: 10, Pistols: 10, Shotgun: 4+
Staging: Pistols are holstered, and shotgun is staged on the table. Start with rifle in
hands with one foot touching the starting plate.
Line: Be thankful for liberty!

ATB: With your rifle, starting on either end, sweep the rifle targets in a 2, 3, 5 sweep.
Take rifle to the table. May shoot shotgun and pistols in order of choice. With pistols
engage pistol targets per the rifle instructions. With the shotgun knock down the four
shotgun targets in any order.
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Round Count: Rifle: 10, Pistols: 10, Shotgun: 6+

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle staged on center table, shotgun on right table.
Start standing behind table of choice with arms at low surrender.
Line: Give thanks for roast turkey!
ATB: If starting at left table, with pistols, starting on the either end engage the
pistol targets in a 3-2-2-3 sweep. Go to center table and engage rifle targets
per the pistol instructions. Go to the right table. With shotgun knock down
the six shotgun targets in any order.
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Round Count: Rifle: 10, Pistols: 10, Shotgun: 4+

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle staged on center table, shotgun on right table.
Start standing behind table of choice holding whiskey bottle with both hands.
Line: Give thanks for Wild Turkey!
ATB: If starting at left table, with pistols, starting on the either end engage the
pistol targets in a continuous Nevada sweep for 10 rounds. Go to center
table and engage rifle targets per the pistol instructions. Go to the right table.
With shotgun knock down the six shotgun targets in any order.
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Round Count: Rifle: 10, Pistols: 10, Shotgun: 4+
Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle staged on middle table, shotgun on right table.
Start standing behind rifle position pointing at the turkey with both hands.
Line: Give thanks you turkey!
ATB: With the rifle first triple tap the top target, sweep the other three targets and
then triple tap the top target, place 10th round on turkey. Shotgun and pistol are
shot as the shooter chooses. With shotgun knock down the shotgun targets in
any order. With the pistols engage pistol targets per the rifle instruction.
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Round Count: Rifle: 10+1, Pistols: 10, Shotgun: 4+
Staging: Pistols staged on left table, rifle staged on middle table, shotgun on right
table. Start standing behind table of choice, both hands on hat.
Line: Give thanks for ammo!
ATB: If starting with pistols, engage pistol targets by first double tapping the top
target, then double tap sweep the other targets, then double tap the top target.
Pistols may be holstered or returned to table after use. Move to rifle table and
with rifle engage the rifle targets per the pistol instruction. Then reload and place
one round on the turkey for a 10 second bonus. A miss on the turkey will not
count; but will be a waste of time! Move to shotgun table and with shotgun knock
down the four shotgun targets in any order.

